
Rix Lion - 26m Offshore High Speed Support Vessel  

Rix Sea Shuttle is proud to unveil the Rix Lion, built by Damen to their successful Twin Axe FCS 2610 design. 

This proven design allows the Rix Lion to maintain greater speeds in higher sea states, and provides a stable 

platform for safe access and transfer to offshore assets -   extending the safe operating window dramatically. 

Main Particulars  

Length overall 26.30m 

Beam 10.40m  

Draught 1.98m - 2.20m 

Depth at sides 2.40m 

Tank Capacities 

Fuel Oil (total capacity) 21.5m3 

Fresh water 1.80m3 

Waste water 0.50m3 

Main Propulsion and Machinery 

Main Engines 2 x Caterpillar C32 TTA B  

Total power Up to 1790bkW (2400bhp) 

Gear boxes 2x Reintjes ZWVS 440/1 (two speed) 

Stern gear Fixed pitch propellers  

Bow Thrusters 2x52 kW 

Classification 

Class BV 

I + HULL • MACH Light ship / Fast Utility Vessel Sea area 3 

MCA Cat 1 

Flag United Kingdom  

Performance Trials 

Speed 27.0 kn 

Cruising Speed 20.0kn 

Range (at cruising speed) 1210nm 

Capacity 

Crew  6 

Passengers 12 

Cargo 20 tonnes dead weight 

Deck area 90 m2 ( 2x 20ft containers) 



About Rix Sea Shuttle Ltd 

Rix Sea Shuttle provides a premium support service from the coast to offshore wind farms for a range of blue 

chip clients.  

Rix Sea Shuttle  is part of JR Rix & Sons a family owned business for more than 140 years. Whilst we started out as 

ship owners in the 1870s it is only a small part of what we do today. With our diverse  activities ranging from  stevedoring, 

warehousing, and car retailing through to fuel distribution, manufacturing and property development we have a range of 

skills and assets. Rix have a number of fuel distribution depots located throughout much of the UK and shipping locations 

in the key ports of Hull and Montrose. The Rix Group was ranked 20th in The Sunday Times Top track 250 in 2013. 

Whilst we are proud of our heritage we are firmly focussed on the future.  

Our Services 

Personnel Transfer - Including Offshore windfarms and Oil & Gas crew transfers  

Comfortable, quiet and spacious accommodation means that your crews are delivered to the project on time and ready 

for work. Experienced crew mean that the safety of personnel is at all times paramount. 

Operations & Maintenance Support  

Our vessels can be used for the transportation of your personnel and equipment for O&M work. We are always looking 

for new ways to support O&M work and are keen to explore new and innovative ways of working to ensure the most cost 

efficient way of progressing your project.  

Construction Support  

Our vessels are able to support the construction phase of your project, for example assisting the cable lay with messenger 

line runs or the movement of equipment for grouting and commissioning works.  

Transport of equipment  

All our vessels have a HIAB crane fitted to assist with the loading of your project cargo in port to transport to your site. All 

crew members have been trained as a banks-man and slinger to ensure the safety of lifts at all times.  

Fuel transfer capability  

We have additional 5m3 deck tanks that can be used to support bunkering operations, which coupled with our experience 

of refuelling at sea, allow a turnkey solution to be presented for the bunkering of generators etc. on towers.  

Survey Work 

Our vessels and crew are able to support hydrographic surveys, marine wildlife surveys along with the deployment of sub-

sea equipment. All vessels have areas on board which can be converted to a survey station for your personnel to use.  

Dive platform capability  

It is possible to load a small dive suite to the vessel allowing air diving operations to take place for survey and                         

construction work.  

Rix Sea Shuttle Ltd, Witham House, 45 Spyvee Street, Hull, HU8 7JR 
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